QUEER WEEK
Dealing with Queer Oz Issues + Drag Races

FIRST DRAPHT
We warm to a rising Aussie hip-hop star

BLITZ HITS ON
The magnificent Margaret Cho

WIN
Movie & Theatre Tix + Book $$$
This issue is like, so gay. No really, it is. And not in a nasty, bigoted, homophobic way either. Just gay. OK? We take a good hard look at what this term means with the help of the Queer Collective and This Is Oz, an initiative encouraging all of us to help speak up for an inclusive Australia. Check out the celeb (and UNSW) endorsed campaign on page 8 plus the full spread of Queer Week events in What’s On (page 12). We also get a one-on-one with the Fabulous Margaret Cho [page 7] and scout out your views on pride and gay icons in Vox Pops (page 23, but you already knew that, didn’t you?)!

In keeping with Queer Week’s spirit of diversity we’ve got everything from footy (page 21) to frocks (page 19) in this edition, plus some sweet giveaways [page 22]! Spend some time with rising hip-hop star Drapht on page 15, rock out to the Jack Daniels’ set [page 14], take a spin with the UNSW Pole Fitness Society [page 18] and relive the world’s Top 5 sporting moments on page 17. Diverse? You betcha.

1 in 3 Board Directors are either queer-identifying or are women. This number is even less for people who run for positions in election campaigns.

Why are these statistics so low when Arc has such a progressive and diverse environment? Board has recently agreed to create a Diversity Policy to tackle this issue. A Diversity Policy will provide support and encouragement for queer-identifying or female students who are interested in getting involved in student politics.

During Queer Week and in support of the This Is Oz campaign, come along to an event (bring a friend or a few!), make a sign that embraces diversity and say no to homophobia, and, most importantly, celebrate how vibrant our campus culture is!
UNSW Postgrad Week
It could change your life

In today’s competitive work environment it is important to stand out from the crowd. A postgraduate degree at UNSW can give you that edge.

UNSW students benefit from intellectually challenging courses run by leading researchers and academics. Flexible and career focused programs allow students to gain specialist knowledge and skills applicable to the workplace.

Find out how a UNSW postgraduate degree can change your life.

Register now: postgradweek.unsw.edu.au

* Built Environment, COFA, Engineering, Graduate Research School, Medicine, Science

CLICK
www.stumbleupon.com
As if we didn’t need another incentive to aimlessly browse the internets, here’s a site that lets you connect and discover the best of the web. Even better, the more you use it, the more it personalises its suggestions, so you’re bound to ‘stumble upon’ something awesome.

Wise Words On Queerness

“There is nowt so queer as folk.”
– NORTHERN ENGLISH SAYING

“I think that gay marriage should be between a man and a woman.”
– ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, GOVERNATOR

“I did a women’s movie, and I’m not a woman. I did a gay movie, and I’m not gay. I learned as I went along.”
– ANG LEE, DIRECTOR

“All the world old is queer save thee and me, and even thou art a little queer.”
– ROBERT OWEN, WRITER

As if we didn’t need another incentive to aimlessly browse the internets, here’s a site that lets you connect and discover the best of the web. Even better, the more you use it, the more it personalises its suggestions, so you’re bound to ‘stumble upon’ something awesome.
How does Australia compare to the international circuit? In a lot of ways it’s so different because it’s very far; it’s very much a new frontier. It’s also very Asian, which I love; I always have a great time here.

Your comedy is renowned for incorporating themes from your personal life, from your Korean background to your sexuality. When did you realise this made good comic material?

I think I realised pretty early on that what made me stand out as a stand-up comedian was the fact I was different from other performers. I was racially different, a woman in a very male-dominated industry, and I had my own view of what sexuality was, which was very different from a lot of people’s definitions of what gay was.

You recently made an impression at the Sydney Just for Laughs festival alongside comedy names such as John Cleese and Dylan Moran; what did you enjoy the most about it?

This is my third visit to Australia now, and I’ve really enjoyed my performances in the past so I looked forward to playing the Opera House – I’ve never done it and it’s an important venue and a place that I’ve always wanted to play.

How much of your on-stage set is your own identity?

So much of my comedy is linked to my life; I’ve been performing and writing as a comic so long that it’s hard to tell what comes first – the life of a comic or life in general. I try to be aware and conscious of people’s feelings and what I’m trying to say.

You’ve also starred in films, written books, and released music and clothing lines. Is it good for comedians to be able to branch out?

It’s a preference: I love stand-up and I also love music and writing, but to me, it’s all still kind of comedy.

Do you have any college reminiscences to share with us?

No, I never went! I was doing comedy sets at 14 and pretty well on my way to having a career at 16 and out touring constantly by 18. So it was a lot.
I Can See Queerly Now

UNSW Queer Officers, Raymond Allotta and Squish Ramsey, agree that visibility is a key factor in promoting gay rights and helping GLBT people become more comfortable with their sexuality. The aim of Queer Week is to raise awareness about these issues. At the Visibility Picnic and BBQ on Monday at the Library Lawn you’ll see the Queer Collective and its supporters out and proud, plus there’ll be workshops, forums and debates throughout the week.

UNSW students are lucky to be part of a campus that is largely tolerant and socially aware of different sexual and gender orientations, however Raymond says “there are a lot of stereotypes that need to be broken down, for example, that queers are more promiscuous, ‘fabulous’ and have the gay lips.” And while the media can be used to positively promote GLBT issues, through campaigns such as This Is Oz, Raymond says “[it also] has a large role in the way we perceive ourselves - a lot of queers think they have to live up to the stereotypes, when they don’t.”

Face Facts

Up to 85% of GLBT people have experienced homophobic violence in their lives. 61% have been verbally abused because of their sexuality - a 15% increase since 2004.

GLBT people are between 3 to 14 times more likely to attempt suicide in comparison to their heterosexual peers.

Being same sex attracted does not increase the risk of suicide; the broader social context - the rejection, victimisation and isolation that young GLBT people experience - does.

Stats + celeb photos courtesy of This Is Oz

UNSW Queer Week, Blitz and the This Is Oz campaign are attempting to break down negative stereotypes, one idiom (or should that be idiot?) at a time.

Want to hear something that’s, like, so gay?

Katy Perry, for example, is currently under fire from gay rights campaigners (and grammar Nazis) for the lyrics of her song ‘Ur So Gay’ – and rightfully so, according to some critics. As social activist Peter Tatchell told a popular entertainment blog: “I am sure Katy would get a critical reception if she expressed comparable sentiments in a song called ‘Ur So black, Jewish or disabled’.”
Visiting Hong Kong

Australians and New Zealand citizens can enjoy 90-day visa-free access to Hong Kong.

Working Holiday Scheme

Young people from Australia and New Zealand may apply for a Working Holiday Visa which allows them to stay in Hong Kong for up to one year.

Studying in Hong Kong

Non-local graduates who have obtained a degree or higher qualification in Hong Kong may apply to stay/return and work in Hong Kong.

Scholarship for Prospective English Teachers

Applications are open to Hong Kong students as well as students from places outside Hong Kong.

For more information, please visit our website www.visitsydney.gov.hk or www.immi.gov.hk.

“Hub for Asia”

A Gateway to China, A Portal to Your Future

Facebook on Facebook

“Hub for Asia”

Visit our Facebook page (www.facebook.com/HubforAsia) to follow our latest news, events and articles from inside and outside Asia.

Like a Little?

Go to Facebook/Blitzmas for behind the scenes, scenes, vids, pix, freebies and other randomness.

Moving House?

Randwick Council provides residents with two free scheduled and two free on-call clean-up collections per year.

Check Your Waste Calendar for Collection Dates

- Items should be placed out for collection on the right before the date of collection.
- You can be fined up to $750 for placing materials out at other times.
- Please limit the volume to one cubic metre and ensure items are placed safely on the side of the kerb.
- Consider alternate options for unwanted household items. Donate items to charities or visit Planet Ark’s Recycling Near You website at www.recyclingnearyou.com.au for more information about where items can be recycled.

For further information or to book a clean-up service please phone Council’s Call Centre on 1300 722 542 or go to www.randwick.nsw.gov.au.

WHAT’S ON UNSW

12TH – 18TH SEP

Arc 2012 Diary Cover Competition

WIN $1000

Theme: ‘It’s a Student Thing’

Entries close: 30th Sept 2011

More details: www.arc.unsw.edu.au/arc2012

Queer Week

Queer Week festivities are in full swing! Octobershred is coming this week.

What’s on Queer Week:

• Film screenings
• BBQs
• Cocktails
• Forums
• Workshops
See What’s On page 12 for the full spread.

Getting involved with Queer Week

-> Mary Aziz

There are stacks of Queer Week events on all week including:

- Film screenings
- BBQs
- Cocktail Nights
- Forums
- Workshops
See What’s On (page 12) for the full spread.

Octoberfest

Tickets on Sale This Week

Yes, it’s that time of year again, when the kransks are hot and the beer is flowing: Oktoberfest. Unless you’re a first-year or you’ve been in a witness protection program, you’ll know full well that it’s the biggest, loudest, most bitchin’ party on the UNSW calendar. Oktoberfest 2011 is set to host one of the hottest line ups yet, with Bag Raiders making a glorious return to the Roundhouse alongside:

• Indie Djs Flight Facilities
• Soul brother M-Phazes
• Dirty-dance duo TV Rock (remember ‘Flaunt It’ hot!)
• The irrepressible Timmy Trumpet
• Sydney 5 piece Deep Sea Arcade (The Beatles meets Modest Mouse)
• Electro goddess Fantine
• The Masters Oom Pah Pah Band to fulfil German stereotypes
• Plus Roundhouse regulars Alison Wonderland, Adam Bozzetto, Anujual, Gabriel Clouston and stacks more!

Tickets On Sale This Week!

Queer Week: Drag Races
Be on the lookout for the UNSW FQ fridge with the annual drag race sprucing up the start of its fundraising (it’s always a lot of fun – you’ll even get free juice and coffee cards to get you moving).

Queer Week: Visibility Picnic & Workshops
Double the happiness on Wednesdays, 5-7pm.

Workshops
• COFA Talks: Artists Speak – Werner Fassbinder’s last film.
• COFA Wednesday Social – Blockhouse.

Workshops
• COFA Wednesday Social – Blockhouse.

The White House Happy Hour
4-5pm @ The White House
try cold platter drinks for $5 and classic cocktails for $8 – we’ll have your smiling – that’s why they call it a happy hour!

Queer Week: Oktoberfest Tix Go On Sale
Get your mitts on a ticket from Arc Stores, Arc Reception, Unilab, The White House and Tuckshop.

Queer Week: Visible Picnic
@ Moore Park
A perfect combo to ease into the weekend.

Queer Week: Bistro Specials
From 12pm @ Roundhouse
Misty music for under a terrica.

Queer Week: Thoughtful Foods Co-Op
Come brush up on your knowledge of queer classics – popcorns and pellets provided.

Queer Week: COFA Talks: Artists Speak – Werner Fassbinder’s last film.

Queer Week: Thoughtful Foods Co-Op
On the side facing the gym.

Queer Week: Peter Farrell Cup – Pitchfest
6-7pm
@ ASB Lounge, Level 6, ASB
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If you had to find the perfect music to personify Jack Daniel's you might choose something sounds like a challenge.

The Life of Riley storms from an old Irish quote – Drapht sums it up as “living the life you want to live and not abiding by society’s principles. Is this what I’m doing? Yes, and it’s not a walk in the park, either,” he assures me. “Making the album last year was the hardest, most gruelling you’ve ever done. The hard work is just starting to pay off and it’s been totally worth it.”

Drapht's lyrics come from a D & B style of music, holding me back which I’ve still sounds a bit flummoxed by his success. “I would never, ever have considered this accolade,” he muses. “It’s something I cherish for life-long, that’s for sure.”

Life of Riley topped the album charts upon its release earlier this year, still the only home-grown album to do so in 2011. Has the son of Australia arrived? Drapht asks “Define?” he responds, “It’s such a strong movement and has been for the past six years, it’s crazy. It still sounds a bit numbed by his success “I would never ever have considered this accolade,” he muses. “It’s something I’ll cherish for life-long, that’s for sure.”

The Life of Riley boasts having 200 food stalls... sounds like a challenge!

Huff and puff for charity

The meaner cousin of Clip2Surf, the Sydney Running Festival offers a number of courses this weekend for the fitness junky, the most gruelling of which is the Sydney marathon. This 42km race begins at Millennium Park and heads over the Harbour Bridge before winding around the CBD and finishing at Circular Quay.

Also on offer are a half-marathon, family fun run and a 9km bridge run. Posing Rady? “The website, sydneyrunningfestival.com.au, offers advice on how to get in shape from an online training coach. The purpose of all this puffing and panting, besides getting fit, is charitable: the event has already raised over half a million dollars for organisations such as Cure Cancer Australia and the Salvation Army’s Youth Support Network.

Sydney is also one of the scenic harbours in the world, a fact observed on foot – though running us far might lessen your appreciation of it.

CLEMARET

Burwood Festival
Sun Sept 18, 10am-6pm
18 Burwood Park
Cost: Free

This year's festival boasts having 200 food stalls... sounds like a challenge!

LAUGH

Tim Lee’s Scientist or Comedian?
Sat 17 Sept, 4pm and 8pm
@ Red Room, 99 York St, Sydney
Cost: $25 ($22.50 concession)

American comedian Tim Lee challenges us all with the question of whether science can be funny.

Genevieve Fricker Has Too Many Feelings
Wed 14 Sep – Sat 17 Sept, 6.30pm
@ Match Box, 105 Victoria Rd, Emmore
Cost: $22 ($19.70 concession)

A blend of comedy and novelty song from the Melbourne and Sydney Comedy Festival alumni.

Michael Hing in I’m Only Doing This Because They Won’t Let Me Be A Rapper
Wed 14 Sep – Sat 17 Sept, 6.30pm
@ The Factory Theatre, 105 Victoria Rd, Emmore
Cost: $22 ($19.70 concession)

Hing’s job is to make jokes when he’s not doing his job at the roundhouse, but apparently he’d really like to be a rapper. Awesome, Michael...

Matt Olive in Bullets & Beartraps
Wed 14 Sep – Sat 17 Sept, 7.30pm
@ The Verona, 108 Victoria St, Emmore
Cost: $22 ($19.70 concession)

Let’s say... 44...

WATCH

Newtown Theatre
Sydney Fringe Festival Program
All shows
WHERE: Starts near Millennium Station
WHERE: Newtown Theatre, 305 Braby and King St, Newtown
Cost: $15

You never know what surprises you’ll stumble across at this year’s line-up, and it’s the perfect opportunity to have a drink on Jack Daniel’s.

Cheerful’s Scientist or Comedian?
Wed 14 Sep – Sat 17 Sep, 6.30pm
@ The Factory Theatre, 105 Victoria Rd, Emmore
Cost: $22 ($19.70 concession)

Hing makes jokes when he’s not doing his job at the roundhouse, but apparently he’d really like to be a rapper. Awesome, Michael...

Matt Olive in Bullets & Beartraps
Wed 14 Sep – Sat 17 Sep, 7.30pm
@ The Verona, 108 Victoria St, Emmore
Cost: $22 ($19.70 concession)

Let’s say... 44...

THE JD SET

Jack Daniel’s 161st Birthday Bash
If you had to find the perfect music to personify Jack Daniel’s you might choose something sounds like a challenge!

THE JUICE

Jack Daniel’s 161st Birthday Bash
If you had to find the perfect music to personify Jack Daniel’s you might choose something sounds like a challenge!

CHEAP A$$ SYDNEY

Sydney Running Festival
31 Mar – 1 May
WHERE: Pembroke Park, Homebush
The Sydney Running Festival offers a number of courses this weekend for the fitness junky, the most gruelling of which is the Sydney marathon. This 42km race begins at Millennium Park and heads over the Harbour Bridge before winding around the CBD and finishing at Circular Quay.

Also on offer are a half-marathon, family fun run and a 9km bridge run. Posing Rady? “The website, sydneyrunningfestival.com.au, offers advice on how to get in shape from an online training coach. The purpose of all this puffing and panting, besides getting fit, is charitable: the event has already raised over half a million dollars for organisations such as Cure Cancer Australia and the Salvation Army’s Youth Support Network.

Sydney is also one of the scenic harbours in the world, a fact observed on foot – though running us far might lessen your appreciation of it.
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Find as many words as you can in the squares. Each word must be at least four letters long and include the middle letter; plurals allowed. Each letter can only be used once.

For solutions visit www.sudoku-puzzles.net (Medium) (JS47/03)

**Weird Word of the Week**

Bibilous — bib-yuh-luhs, adjective, pertaining to, marked by, or given to the consumption of alcoholic drink; from Latin bibulius, from bibere, “to drink.”

Use it in a sentence!

“After several rounds of beer pong, Steve conceded that Max was, in fact, the more bibulous of the two.”

**Haters and Discriminators**

From racial abuse or hurling insults at a person because of their sexuality to denying someone a job or accommodation because they may be pregnant, vilification and discrimination are, unfortunately, regular issues of concern within Australian society, but ones that we can actively stand up against and attempt to eradicate.

**How the Law Helps**

Australian anti-discrimination laws protect you from being disadvantaged or unfairly treated or harassed because of your:

- Race
- Colour
- Ethnic or ethn-religious or national origin
- Nationality or descent
- Age
- Sex
- Marital status
- Disability
- Homosexuality
- Pregnancy
- Transgender status

These laws apply at work, in education, accommodation, in the provision of ‘goods or services’ and certain other areas. It is also against the law to victimise someone for making a complaint. If you think you are being discriminated against or vilified, do not be scared to act.

If you can, talk with the person or organisation causing the problem, however if you feel uncomfortable doing this you can come talk to us at Student Support and look at your options. You may need to make a complaint to a body such as the Anti-Discrimination Board or Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission.

**Need to Know More?**

NSW Anti-Discrimination Board 9268 5544 or www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/ADB

Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission 1300 369 711 or www.hrec.gov.au
UNSW POLE FITNESS SOCIETY

Helena Hatumale is boldly going where no UNSW Arc Club has gone before: up a pole. She tells Blitz that UNSW’s Pole Fitness Society is one of the first of its kind in the world, making it an enterprise that is truly... ground-breaking? Dizzying? Pole-spinning? What’s the proper adjective? Andrew Blackie spied a chance to find out – and asked why everyone, including guys, should take up the sport.

Pole dancing is an activity subject to certain prejudices; can you make your case for it as a real sport?

The strength you develop from having to hold yourself up on a pole, coupled with the flexibility you develop from pulling your body into difficult stretches takes its toll on the body as much as any mainstream sport – a pole dancer must learn as much technique as a ballerina or gymnast to look effortless!

As a new club around campus, what’s your game plan?

Workshops! We have a jelly stall fundraiser coming up to raise money for poles for our students, and we’ll be offering beginner, intermediate, guy-only/strength and advanced classes, held between 4-9pm every Thursday in the Roundhouse, culminating in a graduation performance night for friends and family. Our instructors are currently preparing to compete and attend the Australian Summer Pole camp in November – it’s all very exciting!

Is it required to wear hotpants when pole dancing?

Of course! It’s an OH&S issue – you’d slip if you were to wear long pants. Skin contact is essential to stick to the pole. I wouldn’t worry about the cold; pole dancing is a very vigorous sport, so you’d be warm in minutes!

As a new club around campus, what’s your inspiration in starting the UNSW Pole Fitness Society?

Nelson Fitness Society is one of the first of its kind in the world, making it an enterprise that is truly... ground-breaking?

What is it a sport; there are currently a wide range of competitions held all over the world.

While pole fitness bears a striking resemblance to Chinese pole gymnastics and the little-known Indian sport of mallakhamb, there is no evidence of a link between the disciplines.

A group of advocates are pushing to make pole fitness an official Olympic event – now there’s a sport we’d watch!

OPPORTUNITY

CUFA’s Cambodian Youth Challenge

Make a difference to over 12,000 Cambodian children’s lives and have the experience of a lifetime in the process. Sign up for CUFA’s Cambodian Youth Challenge today – visit www.cufa.com.au/ youthchallenge for more information.

Exhibit at the COFA Annual Exhibition

Feel the thrill of seeing your artistic endeavours in a gallery space; submit your work for COFA’s massive end of year exhibition at the Roundhouse. Full details on the COFA Blog blog.cofa.unsw.edu.au

Deadline: October 7

VOLUNTEER Anti-Poverty Week

Anti-Poverty Week at UNSW are looking for some top-notch volunteers to help run events in Week 13. If you’ve got 5 hours to spare that week and want to lend a hand, contact Xavier O’Halloran at sjp@unsw.edu.au with your expression of interest.

SHIRTS

NEIL Media/Communications

MARKET Stall

SHOES

Details

For more Jobs and Opportunities head to jobs.arc.unsw.edu.au

VINCE Commerce/Economics

JACKET

From London, I can’t remember where.

GLASSES

Ralph Lauren – I really liked the colour.

SEAN Arts/Medicine

DRESS

I got it from the internet – Urban Outfitters, a US website.

JEANS

Wrangler Stranglers – all my skinny jeans are this brand!

SCARF

Louw Vallton.

BAG

One of those random stores in Market City.

SHOES

Botttega Veneta.

THE STUDENT LOOK with www.jessicavesest.com

1. ACCESSORIES

The simple act of adding accessories can freshen up an old, overused outfit and it’s also the small details that make the bigger picture look better. It takes five seconds to throw on and does so much.

2. BLAZER

A lightweight blazer over a sleeveless top can help you be prepared for whatever bipolar weather Sydney decides to throw you. A bit chilly? Keep the blazer on.

3. BIG BAG

A given. Go by the general rule of bags that fit at least 4 bottles of milk or 1 small monkey.

4. JEANS

Good old denim staples are both practical and look good.

5. HEELS

I like me, height is something you lack, heels help you compensate for that - go for one with a big platform, a chunky heel, a wedge heel or big strips - you’ll feel 15cm taller but none of the pain.
MILK (2008)
STARRING SEAN PENN AND JAMES FRANCO
DIRECTED BY GUS VAN SANT
9/10

As little as 35 years ago in the US it was acceptable, if not entirely legal, to be mercilessly bashed by the police just for being gay. The ‘crime’ would be cited as something as absurd as blocking the sidewalk, but the court of law would turn a blind eye to these injustices. Harvey Milk (Sean Penn) was a businessman and gay activist in San Francisco who worked tirelessly to bring gay rights issues to the forefront of politics; a crusade that would eventually cost him his life.

Harvey was well aware of the danger he faced, making a detailed recording of his life and times to be played in the event of his assassination. Milk owes a great debt to Harvey’s personal retelling and as such is not only an entertaining and visually stunning film, but also a deeply personal and moving account of the b
Ever wanted VIP treatment? Arc Members get it! Get your Arc sticker to Arc Stores, Arc Reception, UniBar or The White House from Monday 12th Sept and keep up to date at facebook.com/UNSWOktoberfest

Other cast members – Gillian Anderson (The X-Files), Rosamund Pike and Dominic West.

For your chance for a cheap laugh, email us with the name of another movie Ryan Reynolds has starred in and your Arc Member no. to get your mits on a Johnny English Reborn Double Pass Pack including Double Passes and a Tshirt, tell us what classic UK comedy sitcom Mr Atkinsons has starred in (hint: also a cartoon) – email answers and your Arc Member no. to comps@arc.unsw.edu.au

Are you planning to go to Oktoberfest? Yes, I definitely will this year – last year was too much you become egocentric.

Kevin Rudd? His mannerisms.

Elton John, ‘Tiny Dancer’.

I love Ellen DeGeneres’ show, and her wife is really gorgeous.

I don’t seem to worry too much about things.

Getting into Med School.
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Kevin Rudd?

I don’t seem to worry too much about things.

Finishing my degree. Getting a good grad job. Running it; my plan is to do my degree and then go back and expand the company.

Flaw – I think there’s no reason why you should be proud of yourself.

Is pride a strength or a flaw?
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UNSW ROUNDHOUSE
4PM THURSDAY 13 OCTOBER

BAG RAIDERS
FLIGHT FACILITIES TV ROCK
M-PHAZES (DJ) TIMMY TRUMPET GLOVECATS
DEEP SEA ARCADE FANTINE ALISON WONDERLAND
ALLEY OOP DJ WILLI LIME CORDIALE GABRIEL CLOUSTON
ADAM BOZZETTO ANJUAL KID CROOKES MIKE WHO MR BELVEDERE
PLUS THE MASTERS (OOM PAH PAH BAND) & SILENT DISCO ALL NIGHT!

TICKETS NOW! Arc Members $10
ON SALE 15 SEPTEMBER UNSW Students $20
26 SEPTEMBER Everyone Else $30

Tickets available from Arc Reception, Arc Stores, The White House and UniBar
Arc Members and UNSW Students must show Member Sticker/Student Card on purchase and on entry to event.